Gourmet Festival at Potton’s Public Market

Fontaine in Potton, farm grown gourmet mushrooms from “Fundus Fungus,” Ch. Hodge Cookshire and more… coming to Potton’s Public Market to share their amazing product!

Anyone who has not yet visited the Public Market in Potton should welcome this opportunity to do so,” said Gwynne Basen, a food producer at the Abbon-danza Farm and long time organiser of the market. “We love to see new faces and we are so pleased to be hosting these gourmet producers,” she added.

It is the time of year when many delicious vegetables and fruits are harvested and the fresh garlic, tomatoes, potatoes, squash and numerous other products from meats to cheeses are real treats especially as canning and preserves are being prepared in anticipation of the upcoming winter months. The internet provides terrific recipes and tips in preserving foods to be enjoyed all year long.

Soon, the leaves will begin to change color and a variety of activities will be happening in the area. If you are making the drive to Potton for other reasons, a stop at the Saturday market is encouraged.

The Scoop

Mable Hastings

On Saturday, September 14, the Potton Public Market located at the Round Barn site in the heart of Mansonville will host a Gourmet Food Festival inviting producers from the region to come with their fine food products.

The event will take place from 9am to 1pm.

Delicious local products including: homemade pasta and sauce from “Aux Champs Mere-Terre,” 35 Ch.
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In the late 19th century, cities like Sherbrooke were growing at an unprecedented rate and with larger and more dense populations came disease and a higher chance of an epidemic breaking out. Many cities lacked the sanitary measures that were necessary and hospitals were needed to help to treat diseases.

Once known as the Sherbrooke Protestant Hospital, the Sherbrooke Hospital was incorporated in 1888.

A man named Richard W. Heneker, a Sherbrooke businessman, strongly believed that the Protestant population of Sherbrooke should contribute to the health care of the community with a hospital.

On April 22, 1887, Heneker wrote a letter to the Sherbrooke Daily Examiner suggesting that a hospital be established. He called on anyone who was interested in his idea to meet him at the Eastern Townships Bank on April 25.

Many significant Sherbrooke figures were interested in his idea to meet him at the Eastern Townships Bank on April 25. They identified with, despite its name. Townshippers, no matter what religion they identified with, despite its name. Protestant Hospital would serve all Sherbrooke population for a century before closing its door in the spring of 1996. The Sherbrooke Hospital was forced to merge with the Youville Hospital to create the Sherbrooke Geriatric University Institute as part of the region’s reorganization of care services.

As one of the first hospitals to be built in Sherbrooke, it was a heartbreaking loss to many.
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